Abstract-The fundamental premise behind the DASH project is that it is feasible to build large-scale shared-memory multiprocessors with hardware cache coherence. While paper studies and software simulators are useful for understanding many high-level design tradeoffs, prototypes are essential to ensure that no critical details are overlooked. A prototype provides convincing evidence of the feasibility of the design, allows one to accurately estimate both the hardware and the complexity cost of various features, and provides a platform for studying real workloads. A 48-processor prototype of the DASH multiprocessor is now operational. In this paper, we first examine the hardware overhead of directory-based cache coherence in the prototype. The data show that the overhead is only about M-15%, which appears to be a small cost for the ease of programming offered by coherent caches and the potential for higher performance. We then discuss the performance of the system and show the speedups obtained by a variety of parallel applications running on the prototype. Using a sophisticated hardware performance monitor, we also characterize the effectiveness of coherent caches and the relationship between an application's reference behavior and its speedup. Finally, we present an evaluation of the optimizations incorporated in the DASH protocol in terms of their effectiveness on parallel applications and on atomic tests that stress the memory system.'
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I. INTRODUCTION F
OR parallel architectures to achieve widespread usage it is important that they efficiently run a wide variety of applications without excessive programming difficulty. To maximize both high performance and wide applicability, we believe a parallel architecture should provide i) scalability to support hundreds to thousands of processors, ii) highperformance individual processors, and iii) a single shared address space.
Scalability allows a parallel architecture to leverage commodity microprocessors and small-scale multiprocessors to build larger-scale machines. These larger machines offer substantially higher performance, and can provide the impetus Manuscript received December 4, 1991; revised July 20, 1992. for programmers to port their sequential applications to parallel architectures. High performance processors are important to achieve both high total system performance and general applicability. A single address space greatly aids in programmability of a parallel machine by reducing the problems of data partitioning and dynamic load distribution, two of the toughest problems in programming parallel machines. The shared address space also provides better support for parallelizing compilers, standard operating systems, multiprogramming, and incremental tuning of parallel applications.
One important question that arises in the design of such large-scale single-address-space machines is whether or not to allow caching of shared writeable data. The advantage of caching is that it allows higher performance to be achieved by reducing memory latency; the disadvantage is the problem of cache coherence. While solutions to the cache coherence problem are well understood for small-scale multiprocessors, they are unfortunately not so clear for large-scale machines. In fact, no large-scale machine currently supports cache coherence, and it has so far not been clear whether it is feasible to do so, what the benefits are, and what the costs will be.
For the past several years, the DASH (Directory Architecture for SHared memory) project has been exploring the feasibility of building large-scale single-address-space machines with coherent caches. The key ideas are to distribute the main memory among the processing nodes to provide scalable memory bandwidth, and to use a distributed directorybased protocol to support cache coherence, To test our ideas, we have been constructing a prototype DASH machine. The final prototype is to consist of sixty-four 33 MHz MIPS R3000/R3010 processors, delivering up to 1600 MIPS and 600 scalar MELOPS. A forty-eight processor prototype has recently begun working. This paper examines the hardware overhead and performance of the prototype DASH system. We begin in Section II with a review of the DASH architecture and machine organization, Section III introduces the structure of the DASH prototype and the components that execute the directorybased coherence protocol. Section IV details the overhead of the directory logic exhibited in the prototype. Section V outlines the structure and function of the performance monitor logic incorporated into each DASH node. Section VI focuses on the performance of the DASH system. The system performance is given in terms of basic memory latency, the speedup on parallel applications, the reference behavior that leads to the observed speedup, and the effectiveness of the optimizations to the coherence protocol. We conclude in Section VII with a summary of our experience with the DASH prototype.
II. THE DASH ARCHITECTURE
The DASH architecture has a two-level structure shown in Fig. 1 . At the top level, the architecture consists of a set of processing nodes (clusters) connected through a mesh interconnection network. In turn, each processing node is a bus-based multiprocessor. Intra-cluster cache coherence is implemented using a snoopy bus-based protocol, while intercluster coherence is maintained through a distributed directorybased protocol.
The cluster functions as a high-performance processing node. A bus-based cache protocol is chosen for implementing small-scale shared-memory multiprocessors because the bus bandwidth is sufficient to support a small number of processors. The grouping of multiple processors on a bus within each cluster amortizes the cost of the directory logic and network interface among a number of processors. Furthermore, this grouping reduces the directory memory requirements by keeping track of cached lines at a cluster as opposed to processor level.
The directory-based protocol implements an invalidationbased coherence scheme. A memory location may be in one of three states: uncached, that is not cached by any processing node at all; shared, that is in an unmodified state in the caches of one or more nodes; or dirty, that is modified in the cache of some individual node. The directory keeps the summary information for each memory line, specifying the clusters that are caching it [9] .
The DASH memory system can be logically broken into the four level hierarchy shown in Fig. 2 . The level closest to the processor is the processor cache and is designed to match the speed of the processor. A request that cannot be serviced by the processor cache is sent to the second level in the hierarchy, the local cluster level. This level consists of other processors' caches within the requesting processor's cluster. If the data is locally cached, the request can be serviced within the cluster, otherwise the request is sent to the directory home level. The home level consists of the cluster that contains the directory and physical memory for a given memory address. For some accesses, the local and home cluster are the same and the second and third level access occur simultaneously. In general, however, the request will travel through the interconnect to the home cluster. The home cluster can usually satisfy the request, but if the directory entry is in the dirty state, or in the shared state when the requesting processor requires exclusive access, the fourth, remote cluster level, must be accessed. The remote cluster level responds directly to the local cluster level while also updating the directory level.
In addition to providing coherent caches to reduce memory latency, DASH supports several other techniques for hiding and tolerating memory latency. DASH supports the release consistency model [5] , that helps hide latency by allowing buffering and pipelining among memory requests. DASH also supports software-controlled nonbinding prefetching to help hide latency of read operations [7] . Finally, remote clusters. DASH supports efficient spin locks in hardware and fetch-andincrement/decrement primitives to help reduce the overhead of synchronization. These optimizations will be discussed in more detail in Section VI-C.
III. THE DASH PROTOTYPE
To focus our effort on the novel aspects of the design and to speed the completion of a usable system, the base cluster hardware of the prototype is a commercially available bus-based multiprocessor. While there are some constraints imposed by the given hardware, the prototype satisfies our primary goals of scalable memory bandwidth and high performance.
The prototype system uses a Silicon Graphics POWER Station 4D/340 as the base cluster [2] . The 4D/340 system consists of four MIPS R3000 processors and R3010 floatingpoint coprocessors running at 33 MHz. Each R3000/R3010 combination can sustain execution rates of 25 VAX MIPS and 10 MFLOPS. Each CPU contains a 64 Kbyte instruction cache and a 64 Kbyte write-through data cache. The 64 Kbyte data cache interfaces to a 256 Kbyte second-level write-back cache. The interface consists of a read buffer and a 4 word deep write-buffer. Both the first and second level caches are directmapped and support 16 byte lines. The first level caches run synchronously to their associated 33 MHz processors while the second level caches run synchronous to the 16 MHz memory bus.
The second-level processor caches are responsible for bus snooping and maintaining coherence among the caches in the cluster. Coherence is maintained with a MESI (Illinois) protocol (141, and inclusion of the first-level cache by the second-level. The main advantage of using the Illinois protocol in DASH is the cache-to-cache transfers specified in this protocol. While they do little to reduce the latency for misses serviced by local memory, local cache-to-cache transfers can greatly reduce the penalty for remote memory misses. The set of processor caches effectively act as a cluster cache for remote memory. The memory bus (MPBUS) of the 4D/340 is a synchronous bus and consists of separate 32-bit address and 64-bit data buses. The MPBUS is pipelined and supports memory-to-cache and cache-to-cache transfers of 16 bytes 43 every 4 bus clocks with a latency of 6 bus clocks. This results in a maximum bandwidth of 64 Mbytes/s.
To use the 4D/340 in DASH, we have had to make minor modifications to the existing system boards and design a pair of new boards to support the directory memory and intercluster interface. The main modification to the existing boards is to add a bus retry signal that is used when a request requires service from a remote cluster. The central bus arbiter has also been modified to accept a mask from the directory which holds off a processor's retry until the remote request has been serviced. This effectively creates a split transaction bus protocol for requests requiring remote service. The new directory controller boards contain the directory memory, the intercluster coherence state machines and buffers, and a local section of the global interconnection network.
While the prototype could scale .to support hundreds of processors, it is limited to a maximum configuration of 16 clusters and 64 processors. This limit was dictated primarily by the physical memory addressability of the 4D/340 system (256 Mbytes) which would severely limit the memory per processor in a larger system.
The directory logic in DASH is responsible for implementing the directory-based coherence protocol and interconnecting the clusters within the system. Pictures of the directory boards are shown in Fig. 3 . The directory logic is split between the two boards along the lines of the logic used for outbound and inbound portions of inter-cluster transactions.
The DC board contains three major subsections. The first section is the directory controller (DC) itself, which includes the directory memory associated with the cachable main memory contained within the cluster. The DC logic initiates all out-bound network requests and replies. The second section is the performance monitor which can count and trace a variety of intra-and inter-cluster events. The third major section is the request and reply outbound network logic together with the X-dimension of the network itself. The second board is the RC board which also contains three major sections. The first section is the reply controller (RC) which tracks outstanding requests made by the local processors and receives and buffers replies from remote clusters using the remote access cache (RAC). The second section is the pseudo-CPU (PCPU), which is responsible for buffering incoming requests and issuing these requests onto the cluster bus. The PCPU mimics a CPU on this bus on behalf of remote processors except that responses from the bus are sent out by the directory controller. The final section is the inbound network logic and the Y-dimension of the mesh routing networks.
Directory memory is accessed on each bus transaction. The directory information is combined with the type of bus operation, the address, and the result of snooping on the caches to determine what network messages and bus controls the DC will generate. The directory memory organization is similar to the original directory scheme proposed by Censier and Feautrier [3] . Directory pointers are stored as a bit vector with 1 bit for each of the 16 clusters. While a full bit vector has limited scalability, it was chosen because it requires roughly the same amount of memory as a limited pointer directory given the size of the prototype, and it allows for more RC Board direct measurements of the caching behavior of the machine. Each directory entry contains a single state bit that indicates whether the clusters have a shared or dirty copy of the data. The directory is implemented using DRAM technology, but performs all necessary actions within a single bus transaction. The reply controller stores the state of on-going requests in the remote access cache (RAC). The RAC's primary role is the coordination of replies to inter-cluster transactions. This ranges from the simple buffering of reply data between the network and bus to the accumulation of invalidation acknowledgments and the enforcement of release consistency. The RAC is organized as a 128 Kbyte direct-mapped snoopy cache with 16 byte cache lines. One port of the RAC services the in-bound reply network while the other snoops on bus transactions. The RAC is lock-up free in that it can handle several outstanding remote requests from each of the local processors. RAC entries are allocated when a remote request is initiated by a local processor and persist until all inter-cluster transactions relative to that request have completed. The snoopy nature of the RAC naturally lends itself to merging requests made to the same cache block by different processors, and takes advantage of the cache-to-cache transfer protocol supported between the local processors. The snoopy structure also allows the RAC to supplement the function of the processor caches. This includes support for a dirty-sharing state for a cluster (normally the Illinois protocol would force a write-back, instead, in DASH the RAC takes the data in a dirty-shared state) and operations such as prefetch (the RAC holds the prefetched data).
As stated in the architecture section, the DASH coherence protocol does not rely on a particular interconnection network topology. However, for the architecture to be scalable, the network itself must provide scalable bandwidth. It should also provide low latency communication. The prototype system uses a pair of wormhole routed meshes to implement the interconnection network. One mesh handles request messages DC Board while the other is dedicated to replies. The networks are based on variants of the mesh routing chips developed at Caltech where the datapaths have been extended from 8 to 16 bits [4] . Wormhole routing allows a cluster to forward a message after receiving only the first flit (flow unit) of the packet, greatly reducing the latency through each node (50 ns per hop). The bandwidth of each self-timed link is limited by the round trip delay of the request-acknowledge signals. In the prototype flits are transferred at approximately 30 MHz, resulting in a peak bandwidth of 120 Mbytes/s in and out of each cluster.
IV. GATE COUNT SUMMARY
One important result of building the DASH prototype is that it provides a realistic model of the cost of directorybased cache coherence. While some of these costs are tied to the specific prototype implementation (e.g., the full DRAM directory vector), they provide a complete picture of one system.
At a high level, the cost of the directory logic can be estimated by the fact that a DASH cluster includes six logic cards, four of which represent the base processing node and two of which are used for directory and inter-cluster coherence. This is a very conservative estimate, however, because Silicon Graphics' logic, in particular the MIPS processor chips and Silicon Graphics' gate arrays, are more highly integrated than the MS1 PAL's and LSI FPGA's used in the directory logic. The numbers in Table I are somewhat distorted by the extra logic in the base Silicon Graphics' hardware and the directory boards that is not needed for normal operations. This includes i) the performance monitor logic on the directory board; ii) the diagnostic UART's and timers attached to each processor; iii) the Ethernet and VME bus interfaces on the Silicon Graphics' I/O board.2 Table II shows the percentage of this core logic assuming the items mentioned above are removed.
As expected, only when measured in terms of IC equivalents (i.e., board area), is the cost of the directory logic approximately 33%. When measured in terms of logic gates the portion of the cluster dedicated to the directory is 20%, and the SRAM and DRAM portions are 13.9% and 13.7% respectively.
Note that in the above analysis, we do not account for the hardware cost of snooping on the local bus separately because these costs are very small. In particular, the processor's twolevel cache structure does not require duplicate snooping tags, and the processor's bus interface accounts for only 3.2% of the gates in a cluster. Even if the second-level cache tags were duplicated, it would represent only 4.0% of a cluster's SRAM. In practice, we expect most future systems will use microprocessors with integrated first-level caches (e.g., MIPS R4000, DEC Alpha, etc.) and to incorporate an external second-level cache (without duplicate tags) to improve uniprocessor performance. Thus, the extra SRAM cost for snooping (e.g., extra state bits) is expected to be negligible.
'Each I/O board would still include a SCSI interface for disk interfacing.
Looking at the numbers in Table II in more detail also shows additional areas where the directory overhead might be improved. In particular, the prototype's simple bit vector directory grows in proportion to the number of clusters in the system, and in inverse proportion to cache line size. Thus, increasing cache line size from 16 to 32 or 64 bytes would reduce the directory DRAM overhead to 6.9% and 3.4% respectively, or it could allow the system to grow to 128 or 256 processors with the same 13.7% overhead. For larger systems, a more scalable directory structure [l] , [8] , [13] could be used to keep the directory overhead at or below the level in the prototype. The directory's overhead in SRAM could also be improved. The 128 KB remote access cache (RAC) is the primary use of SRAM in the directory. The size of the RAC could be significantly reduced if the processor caches were enhanced to be lockup-free, support a dirty-shared state, and track outstanding requests. With enhanced processor caches, the primary use of the RAC would be to collect invalidation acknowledgments, receive granted locks, and merge requests to the same memory line. This would allow a reduction in size by at least a factor of four, and result in an SRAM overhead of less than 2%. Likewise, a closer coupling of the base cluster logic and bus protocol to the inter-cluster protocol might reduce the directory logic overhead by as much as 25%. Thus, the prototype represents a conservative estimate of directory overhead. A more ideal DASH system would have a logic overhead of 18-25%, an SRAM overhead of 2-8% and a DRAM overhead 3-14%. This is still significant,3 but when amortized over the cluster the overhead is reasonable.
The prototype logic distributions can also be extrapolated to consider other system organizations. For example, if the DASH cluster-based node was replaced by a uniprocessor node, the overhead for directory-based cache-coherence would be higher. Ignoring the potential growth in directory storage (that would need to track individual processor caches instead of clusters), the percent of directory logic in a uniprocessor node would grow to 44% (a 78% overhead). Thus, a system based on uniprocessor nodes would lose almost a factor of two in cost/performance relative to a uniprocessor or a small-scale multiprocessor.
Another possible system organization is one based on a general memory or messaging interconnect, but without support for global hardware cache coherence (e.g., the BBN TC2000 or Intel Touchstone). An optimistic assumption for such a system is that it would remove all of the directory DRAM and support, the RAC and its datapath, and 90% of the RC and DC control pipelines. Under these assumptions, the fraction of logic dedicated to the inter-cluster interface falls to 10% of a cluster, and the memory overhead becomes negligible. Thus, the cost of adding inter-cluster coherence to a largescale, noncache coherent system is approximately 10%. If more than a 10% performance gain is realized by this addition, then the overall cost/performance of the system will improve. Our measurements on DASH indicate that caching improves performance by far more than lo%, and support for global cache coherence is well worth the extra cost.
3Approximately equal to the complexity of an entire processor with its caches.
Finally, by examining the required gates, memory bits and connectivity requirements, one can estimate how the DASH prototype might be integrated into a small number of VLSI chips. As examined in detail in [ll] , state-of-the-art VLSI technology could be used to integrate the prototype's cluster logic into seven VLSI chips plus memory to form a system with up to 512 clusters (2048 total processors) while maintaining a similar logic and memory overhead to that given in Table II. V. PERFORMANCE MONITOR One of the prime motivations for building the DASH prototype was to study real applications with large data sets running on a large ensemble of processors. The alternative, simulation, results in a real-time slow down in the range of 1000-100 000 [6] . Because many of the applications have an execution time measured in tens of minutes on actual hardware, simulation is prohibitively expensive. To enable more insight into these applications when running on the prototype, we have dedicated over 20% of the DC board to a hardware performance monitor. Integration of the performance monitor with the base directory logic allows noninvasive measurements of the complete system without extra test hardware. The performance hardware is controlled by software, and it provides low-level information on software reference characteristics and hardware resource utilizations. The monitor hardware can trace and count a variety of bus, directory and network events. Event selection is controlled by a software programmable Xilinx gate array (FPGA) [17] . This allows flexible event selection and sophisticated event preprocessing.
A block diagram of performance logic is shown in Fig. 4 . It consists of three major blocks. First, the FPGA which selects and preprocesses events to be measured and controls the rest of the performance logic. Second, two banks of 16 K x 32 SRAM's and increment logic that count event occurrences. Third, a 2M x 36 trace DRAM which captures 36 or 72 bits of information on each bus transaction.
The counting SRAM's together with the FPGA support a wide variety of event counting. The two banks of SRAM are addressed by events selected by the FPGA. They can be used together to trace events that occur on a cycle by cycle basis, or the banks can be used independently to monitor twice as many events. By summing over all addresses with a particular address bit high or low the number of occurrences of that event can be determined. Likewise, the conjunction or disjunction of any set of events can be determined by summing over the appropriate address ranges. Another use of the count SRAM is as a histogram array. In this mode, certain events are used to start, stop and increment a counter inside the FPGA. The stop event also triggers the counter to be used as a SRAM address to increment.
The current use of the counting SRAM in the prototype increments the two banks of SRAM independently on each bus transaction. The address of the first bank is the directory controller's state machine PROM address. The resulting SRAM values give a complete distribution of bus transaction types and From this data access type frequency, bus utilization, access locality, RAC performance, and remote caching statistics can be calculated. Indirectly, the output of the PROM's can be determined from the input address to calculate the frequency of network messages and network utilization. The second bank of SRAM is addressed with the local cache snoop results and histogram counters of remote latency. The snoop data allows one to determine the effectiveness of cache-to-cache sharing within the cluster. The remote latency histogram dedicates an internal counter to each CPU. An individual counter is reset until a processor is forced to retry for a remote access. When the processor is released the counter value is used to index the SRAM and increment a histogram bucket. The result is that a distribution of remote access latencies can be determined. Furthermore, when combined with the count of local bus cycles an estimate of processor utilization can be determined. The other primary function of the performance monitor is a 2 M x 36 trace array. Again, which information is traced can vary based on programming of the FPGA, but the current use of the trace logic has two modes. In the first configuration, up to 2 M memory addresses together with the issuing processor number and read/write status are captured. The second mode can capture only 1 M addresses, but adds the directory controller's input PROM address and a bus idle count to each trace entry. With software assistance the tracer can be used to capture much longer traces with minimal distortion. The trace information can be used to do detailed analysis of reference behavior or as input to another memory simulator. The only restriction is that only bus references are captured, not references satisfied by the processor cache. If a complete address trace is desired, it can be generated by using only uncached memory spaces. Some distortion of the access pattern may result, however, because the speed of memory will be substantially slower than normal, and will not include any of the effects of cache hits interspersed with cache misses.
VI. PROTOTYPE PERFORMANCE
This section examines the performance of the initial hardware prototype of DASH which includes 48 processors in twelve clusters. The first part summarizes the memory latenties measured on the prototype hardware. The second part describes the speedups obtained by parallel applications run on the actual machine. The third part discusses the effect of optimizations included in the coherence protocol.
A. Processor Issue Bandwidth and Latency
Although the coherent caches in DASH significantly reduce the number of remote accesses made by a processor, it is still essential to minimize the latency when misses do occur. Table  III lists the processor bandwidth and latency for cache memory operations in DASH assuming no contention. (PClocks refer to processor clocks which are 30 ns in the prototype.) The delays are average for a 16 cluster DASH configuration and are based on hardware measurements. In the table, the bestcase numbers assume stride-one access, with one cache miss every four references (cache lines are 16 bytes). The worstcase numbers assume stride-four accesses with no reuse of cache lines. Table III presents data separately for reads and writes. For reads, the access latency is given by the last column of the table. The latency can vary by more than two orders of magnitude depending on where a read access is serviced in the memory hierarchy. The read bandwidth also varies considerably, from a high of 133 Mbytes/s from the primary cache to a meager 4 Mbytes/s if all of the data is dirty in a remote nonhome cluster. W'hile, beyond a point, not much can be done about reducing the latency in large-scale machines, the bandwidth can be increased via pipelining, and it is for this reason we have provided nonblocking prefetch operations in DASH. The times given for store operations are the rate at which writes are retired from the write buffer into the secondlevel cache after acquiring ownership. Release consistency is assumed so that the processor need not wait for the write to retire, and invalidations do not affect write latency.
A more detailed break-down of the latency for local and remote cache misses is given in Fig. 5 . The latency for a local miss that is serviced within the cluster is based entirely on the base SGI hardware (i.e., the hardware we have added to the SGI clusters does not slow the system down). In the prototype, a simple remote miss (i.e., a miss that is serviced by a remote home cluster) takes 3.5 times longer than a local miss. The final case illustrated in Fig. 5 represents the latency for fetching a location that is dirty in a cluster other than its home. In this case, an extra 1 ps of delay is incurred in forwarding the request to the dirty cluster. The DASH protocol supports the direct transfer of the dirty data between the dirty and requesting cluster, reducing latency by 20% over a simpler protocol that first causes a writeback to the home cluster and then replies to the requesting processor.
While latencies in the DASH prototype (when measured in microseconds) are far from optimal, we believe that the delays when measured in processor clocks are quite indicative of what we expect to see in future large-scale machines. The reason is that while state-of-the-art technology (with integration and optimization) would allow us to reduce the prototype's latencies by a factor of about three [ll] , stateof-the-art processor clock rates are also about three times the 33 MHz used in the prototype. As a result, we expect that exploiting cache and memory locality will continue to be important in future large scale machines, as will mechanisms that help hide or tolerate latency.
B. Parallel Application Performance
This subsection outlines the performance actually achieved on the prototype for a number of parallel applications. We begin by describing the software environment available on the prototype and how the measurements were made. We then present the speedup for ten parallel programs representing a variety of application domains. Four of these applications are studied more in-depth using data captured by the performance monitor.
I) Application Runtime Environment: The operating system running on the prototype DASH is a modified version of IRIX; a variant of UNIX System V.3 developed by Silicon Graphics. The applications for which we present results are coded in C and use the Argonne National Labs (ANL) parallel macros [12] to control synchronization and sharing.
Before giving the speedup results in the next subsection, we first state the assumptions used in measuring the speedups. The speedups were measured as the time for the uniprocessor to execute the parallel version of the application code (i.e., not all synchronization code is removed) divided by the time for the parallel application to run on a given number of processors. We timed the entire application for most of the applications. The four exceptions are Cholesky, Radiosity, LocusRoute, and VolRend. We discuss our decision to time only a portion of these applications later in this section.
For our measurements, each application process is attached to a processor for its lifetime, and we fully use one cluster before assigning processors to new clusters. Physical memory pages used by the application are allocated only from the clusters that are actively being used, as long as the physical memory in those clusters is enough. Thus, for an application running with 4 processes, all memory is allocated from the local cluster, and all misses cost about 30 clocks. However, with 8 processes, some misses may be to a remote cluster and cost over 100 clock cycles. Most of the programs allocate shared data randomly or in a round-robin fashion from the clusters being actively used, but some include explicit system calls to control memory allocation.4 Finally, all applications were run under processor consistency mode, i.e., writes were not retired from the write-buffer until all invalidation acknowledgments had been received.
2) Application Speedups: Fig. 6 gives the speedup for ten parallel applications running on the hardware prototype using from 1 to 48 processors. The applications cover a variety of domains. There are some scientific applications (Barnes-Hut, FMM, and Water), several engineering applications (MP3D, PSIM4, Cholesky, and LocusRoute), two graphics applications (Radiosity and VolRend) and one kernel (matrix multiply).
4Currently all operating system code and data are allocated from cluster-O's memory. This causes cluster 0 to become a hot spot for OS misses, and causes some degradation in speedups. We are in the process of fixing this problem. Five of the programs (Barnes-Hut, Water, LocusRoute, MP3D and Cholesky) are applications taken from the SPLASH parallel benchmark suite [15] . The characteristics of the applications give some insight into why they achieve good or bad speedups. We begin with a quick overview of all ten applications and then go into detail on the performance for four of them. Starting with the applications with the best speedup, Matmult is a blocked matrix multiply, which uses 88 x 88 blocks for a roughly 1000x1000 matrix. The size of the matrix is slightly modified with the number of processors to ensure an integral number of blocks per processor. Matmult gets almost perfect speedup and the overall performance with 48 processors is 363 double-precision MFLOPS. The second application is VolRend from the domain of computer graphics. It performs volume rendering for a 256x256~113 computer tomography dataset. Rendering is performed by ray tracing, casting one ray per pixel. An octree combined with early ray termination is used to reduce rendering time. VolRend is intended to be an interactive application. There is a fixed, large initialization overhead, which can be amortized over an arbitrary number of frames. Since the intention of VolRend is to allow real-time rendering and viewing of an image, we time a single frame in its entirety (including rendering and copying the image to the frame buffer). VolRend achieved a speedup of over 45 on 48 processors for this frame. With 48 processors, DASH renders this image at approximately 2 frames per second.
The next application is the FMM code [16], which represents an n-body galactic simulation solved using the fast multipole method. The input consists of two Plummer-model clustered galaxies with 16 384 bodies each. The structure of the application and its data is complex, however, we see that caches work quite well and we get a speedup of over 40 with 48 processors. Immediately below is the Water code (the parallelized version of the MDG code from the Perfect Club benchmarks), a molecular dynamics code. We run it using 1728 water molecules and 45 time steps. We will discuss this application in detail later in this section.
The next application, Barnes-Hut [16] represents an n-body galactic simulation solved using the Barnes-Hut algorithm (an O (N 1ogN) algorithm) . The input consists of the same two Plummer-model clustered galaxies used for FMM, and again we see that although the structure of the program is complex, good speedups are obtained. We will discuss BarnesHut in detail later in this section. Below it is Radiosity global illumination in a room given a set of surface patches and light sources using a variation .of hierarchical n-body techniques. The particular problem instance solved starts with 364 surface patches, and ends with over 10 000 patches. Radiosity has a serial initialization portion consisting primarily of generating a large array of random numbers. We do not time the initialization, as it could be parallelized, but has not been in the current version. While the data structures used in Radiosity are a complex octree and a binary-space partition tree, the application achieves a speedup of 37 on 48 processors. The next application is Cholesky. It performs factorization of sparse positive-definite matrices using supernodal techniques (data blocking techniques that enhance the performance of caches both for uniprocessors and multiprocessors). Here it is used to solve the BCSSTK33 problem from the BoeingHarwell benchmark set, which contains 2.54 million nonzero matrix elements. The Cholesky numbers give speedups for the most important and most time-consuming phase of the computation, the numerical factorization. Runtimes for preand post-processing phases are not included because these phases have not yet been parallelized. Each phase is quite involved and would require a significant amount of parallelization effort. Parallelization of these phases is important and appears possible, but the required effort has simply not yet been expended. We note that much of the fall off in speedup for Cholesky is due to the trade-off between large data block sizes (which increase processor efficiency, but decrease available concurrency and cause load balancing problems) and small data block sizes. As we go to a large number of processors, we are forced to use smaller block sizes unless the problem size is scaled to unreasonably large sizes. With 48 processors, Cholesky achieves 190 MFLOPS. We feel that this is very good given the relatively low floating-point performance of the MIPS R3000 processors.
Next is PSIM4, an application from NASA, that is a particlebased simulator of a wind tunnel. PSIM4 is an enhanced version of the MP3D code, both in functionality and locality of memory accesses. The 48 processor run is done with over 300 000 particles and it achieves a speedup of over 31. In contrast, the older MP3D code achieves a speedup of under 7 with 48 processors simulating 40 000 particles. We discuss both PSIM4 and MP3D in detail later in this section. Finally, the LocusRoute application does global routing of standard cells using routed area to evaluate the quality of a given placement. The inner loop of LocusRoute is the routing of a given cell placement. LocusRoute exploits parallelism at two levels. First, multiple wires are routed simultaneously. Second, different routes for the same wire are evaluated in parallel. LocusRoute was run over a circuit consisting of 3817 wires and 20 routing channels. We ignore the serial initialization portion of LocusRoute, timing only the parallel routing. The serial initialization in LocusRoute consists of two portions: the reading of the design input file, and the data structure initialization. LocusRoute is intended to be the routing phase of a CAD tool, and the design would already be resident in memory. In addition, the data structure initialization could be parallelized, but this has not been done yet.
Overall, we see that most applications achieve good speedups, even though they have not been specially optimized for DASH. More than half the applications get over 36 times improvement on 48 processors and two of the applications get near-linear improvement.
3) Detailed Case Studies: To get a better understanding of the detailed reference behavior of some of the applications, we now examine the Water, Barnes-Hut, MP3D, and PSIM4 applications in more detail. These applications were chosen because they represent programs that achieved a range of good and bad speedups. Results are presented for only the parallel portions of the applications (with the exception of the speedup numbers). Statistics were ignored during the sequential initialization portion to avoid lowering the bus and network utilization. Water is a molecular dynamics code from the field of computational chemistry. The application computes the interaction between a set of water molecules over a series of time steps. For the problem size that we consider here, 1728 molecules, the algorithm is essentially O(N') in that each molecule interacts with all other molecules in the system. As shown in Fig. 6 , the Water application achieves good speedup on the DASH hardware. Table IV gives a detailed memory reference profile of Water running on DASH as measured by the hardware performance monitor.5 Table IV is broken into five sections: i) overall performance and processor utilization; ii) memory request distribution; iii) request locality; iv) memory latency characteristics and v) bus and network utilization.
The first section of the table gives the overall speedup and estimated processor utilization. Unfortunately, processor utilization cannot be measured directly from the bus, so what is given in the table assumes that the processor is doing active work whenever it is not waiting for a bus transaction to complete. This ignores stalls due to first-level cache misses satisfied by the second-level, TLB miss handling and floatingpoint interlocks.6 Processor utilization (third row of table) and busy clocks between stalls (second row) give an indication of the level of cache locality in the application and its sensitivity to memory latency.
For Water, cache-locality is very high and the time between processor stalls indicates that Water is not highly sensitive to memory latency. The table shows a reduction in the busy clocks between stalls as the number of processors increases from 2 to 4 processors, but this levels off afterwards. The application computes the forces on molecules one at a time, ' The results given in the table are averaged over all active clusters. This implies some inaccuracies for the one and two processor runs due to the overhead of the idle processors running the UNIX scheduler and daemons (e.g., slightly lower processor utilization for 1 and 2 processors than for 4 processors).
6Since writes are buffered, they are not assumed to stall the processor directly. Instead, it is assumed that the processor can execute for 20 clocks before stalling. This delay is an estimate of the time for the processor to fill the other 3 words to the write-buffer (i.e. assuming 15% instructions are writes). In reality, the processor may not issue writes at this rate, or may stall earlier due to a first-level cache miss. and incurs misses only between force computations. The amount of work done for each force computation is essentially independent of the number of processors, which explains why the number of busy clocks between stalls levels off.
The second section of Table IV gives a breakdown on the memory reference types. This breakdown indicates the type of accesses that cause bus transactions and whether synchronization references are significant. In Water, the percentage of synchronization references is fairly high. This is due in part to the high cache hit rates, and to the fact that every successful lock acquire and release reference the bus in the prototype. Given the percentage of locks and unlocks are very close, this data also indicates that lock contention is not a severe problem in Water.
The third section of Table IV gives a breakdown of cache fill locality. The first line indicates the fraction of all cache misses which refer to local memory (based on physical address). The next line shows the percentage of these local references which are satisfied locally. Note that a local memory reference may have to go to a remote cluster if the data is dirty in that cluster. The third line shows the percentage of remote references (based on physical address) that are satisfied locally. A remote reference may be satisfied locally if another processor's cache contains that data (using a cache-to-cache transfer) or if the RAC contains that data. The final line in this section shows the fraction of remote references (out of the remote references which are not satisfied locally) that are satisfied by the home cluster, that is, the home does not forward the request to another cluster where the data are dirty. As can be seen from Table IV, the Water application does not use any specific memory placement strategy-the fraction of references to local memory fall off in inverse proportion to the number of clusters. However, nearly 50% of remote references are satisfied locally for all the multiple-cluster runs. This good cluster locality agrees with simulations that indicate that Water should achieve over 50 times speedup on a 64 processor DASH WI.
The fourth section of Table IV shows the latencies for remote and local cache fills. Both unloaded and loaded latencies are given for remote fills. The latency figures are based on the - The final section of the table also shows that the memory system is not heavily loaded. With the low reference rate, both the bus and the request and reply networks have a low utilization. Bus utilization is measured directly by the performance monitor, while the network bisection utilizations are estimates assuming uniform network traffic. The bisection utilization is calculated by knowing the total number of network messages sent, assuming the half of the messages cross the midline of the mesh, and dividing by the bandwidth provided across the bisection. For Water, the bisection load is negligible. b) Barnes-Hut: Barnes-Hut is a galactic N-body simulation solved using the hierarchical Barnes-Hut algorithm. This algorithm reduces the complexity of force computation among N bodies from O(N') to O(N 1ogN) by approximating groups of distant bodies by equivalent single points when possible. To do this, it recursively subdivides the computational domain to obtain a tree structured representation. The force on each body is computed by a partial depth-first traversal of the tree data structure which terminates at cells that are considered far enough away from the body. As a result, a body computes interactions directly with other bodies that are close to it, and with larger and larger cells as they get further away from it. The input for the runs in Table V consists of two Plummer-model clustered galaxies with 16 384 bodies each.
Barnes-Hut achieves a respectable 37.2 speedup on 48 processors. The processor utilization remains essentially constant as more processors are added up to 48 processors. Excellent cache locality is achieved despite the nonuniform and dynamically changing problem domain, because the nature of the tree traversals ensures that most of the interactions computed are between bodies in the same processor's partition. c) MP3D: The MP3D application is a particle-based wind-tunnel simulator developed at NASA-Ames. In each time step, particles are moved according to their velocity vectors and collisions are modeled. The results reported in Table  VI correspond to a run with 40 000 particles and 300 time steps. The speedups are poor for MP3D because of frequent sharing of data that is actively being updated. While the particles are statically allocated to processors, the space cells (representing physical space in the wind tunnel) are referenced in a relatively random manner depending on the location of the particle being moved. Since each move operation also updates the corresponding space cell, as the number of processors increases, it becomes more and more likely that the space cell being referenced will be in remote-dirty state. Thus, as shown in Table VI cache hit rates fall (see busy clocks between processor stalls) and the average miss latencies go up.
The high miss rates together with low locality are the primary cause for the performance decrease that occurs when going from 4 to 8 processors. When all of the processors are within the same cluster, the miss latencies are 30 processor clocks. As soon as we go to two clusters (8 processors), there is a 50% chance that a space cell miss will be handled by a remote cluster, which takes over 100 clock cycles. Since the miss rates are high in MP3D, these larger miss latencies nullify the benefits of the extra processors. (As can be seen from Table VI, when we go to two clusters, the fraction of references to local memory goes down from 100% to 46%, and even the fraction of local references that are satisfied locally goes down from 100% to 79%.) Speedup when going from 8 to 12 processors is also poor because there is now a good possibility that a space cell cache miss will be satisfied by a dirty-remote cluster (132 versus 100 clock unloaded latency). Table VI shows this is occurring, with 10% of remote references for the 12 processor run being satisfied by a dirty-remote cluster. Thus, processor utilization falls further when going from 8 to 12 processors, and speedup is less than ideal. Interestingly enough, however, the busy time between processor stalls actually increases as more processors are added. This is not because the application is performing better, but instead because of load balancing problems. The processors spend more time spinning in their cache, waiting on barriers. This barrier time is counted as processor busy time by the performance monitor. Looking at Table VI, it is also clear that MP3D puts a heavy load on the memory system. The load on the cluster bus is very high (up to 79%) when multiple clusters are used. The load on the network is not nearly as high (up to 33%). This heavy memory system load results in large queueing delays for remote references, increasing the latency by up to 63% for the 48 processor run (while the unloaded remote reference latency should have been 125 cycles, the measured remote latency was 202 cycles). The utilization data also confirms calculations, based on total bandwidth and uniform loading, that the cluster bus in the prototype limits memory system bandwidth more than the network. The bus utilization also indicates that, in the prototype, latency hiding techniques such as prefetching will not help applications like MP3D. A better solution is to restructure the application to achieve better locality of the space cells by not strictly tying particles to processors. This restructured MP3D is called PSIM4, and from Table VII we can see that this time the speedups are significantly better (more than 30-fold with 48 processors). PSIM4 provides a good example of how a poorly performing application can be restructured to achieve much better performance on DASH, and we discuss it next. d) PSIM4: PSIM4 is an enhanced version of the MP3D code, both in terms of functionality and in terms of locality of memory accesses. The enhanced functionality includes modeling multiple types of gases and including molecular chemistry. To improve locality, PSIM4 uses spatial decomposition of simulated space to distribute work among processors. Thus, both particles and the space cells in a large spatial chunk are assigned to the same processor and the data allocated from its corresponding local memory.
While the results of PSIM4 are not directly comparable with MP3D (PSIM4 models the wind tunnel much more accurately and is solving a more realistic problem than MP3D), we can see from Table VII that the spatial decomposition of PSIM4 works quite well. The percentage of references to local memory does fall from 8 to 12 processors, but levels off at approximately 70% from 12 to 48 processors. In addition to this improved memory locality, PSIM4 is busy much longer between processor stalls than MP3D, mainly due to improved cache usage (some gains occur from performing more computation per particle to model the different molecule types and chemistry). The improved cache and memory locality results in very good speedups. The 48 processor run is done with over 300 000 particles running for 600 time steps and achieves a speedup of nearly 31, in contrast to the speedup of 6.4 for 48 processors for the old MP3D code. 4) Application Speedup Summary: Overall, a number of conclusions can be drawn from the speedup and reference statistics presented in previous sections. First, it is possible to get near linear speedup on DASH with a number of real applications. Applications with the best speedup have good cache locality, but even those with moderate miss rates (e.g., PSIM4) can achieve reasonable speedup.
In absolute terms, the number of busy clocks between bus accesses indicates that caching of shared data improves performance significantly. For example, earlier simulation work [lo] with the Water application indicated that the reference rate to shared data is roughly one reference every 25 instructions. Even assuming that the number of processor instructions between stalls given in Table IV are optimistic by a factor of two, caches are satisfying 88% of the shared references in Water (i.e., there are at least 42812125 or 8.6 shared references for every miss). Thus, processor utilization without caching would be 26%'. Overall, this implies that caching of shared data improves performance by a factor of three, but as shown earlier only adds 10% to system's hardware cost. ' Even with caches, however, locality is still important. As shown by applications like MP3D, if locality is very low and the communication misses are high; speedup will be poor. However, for many applications the natural locality is enough (e.g., FMM, Barnes-Hut, VolRend, Water) that very good speedups can be achieved without algorithmic or programming contortions. Even in applications where natural locality is limited, DASH allows the programmer to focus on the few critical data structures that are causing loss in performance, rather than having to explicitly manage (replicate and place) all data objects in the program.
Looking at the system resource usage, the applications confirm that bus bandwidth is the primary limitation to overall memory system bandwidth in the prototype. Even without latency hiding techniques, MP3D was able to drive the buses to over 70% utilization. Oppositely, the network bisection had a much smaller loading (2-3 times less) and does not appear to be a major contributor to queueing. Finally, the loading on the request and reply networks appears to be well balanced.
C. Protocol Effectiveness
This section examines in detail how the protocol features and alternative memory operations provided in DASH improve system performance. Features of the base protocol optimizations are examined in the context of the parallel applications, while the alternative memory operations are studied with stand-alone atomic tests. The atomic tests allow the alternative operations to be studied in a more controlled environment where their effects can be easily decoupled from an application's ability to utilize the operation. I) Base Protocol Features: While there are many facets of the base coherency protocol that could be examined in detail, this section focuses on three of the most important 'This assumes the locality of shared references is the same as the locality seen for cache misses.
sThe added costs for caching is conservative because we ignore any added costs in the uncached system that would be necessary to increase the bandwidth to main memory. and novel aspects of the DASH protocol: request forwarding, cache-to-cache sharing, and the use of the remote access cache. The protocol optimizations are examined on the four parallel applications that we have made performance monitor measurements on: Water, Barnes-Hut, MP3D, and PSIM4. The results in this section were derived from the reference statistics captured using the hardware performance monitor together with the measured latency of operations given in Section VI-A. a) Request Forwarding: Request forwarding in DASH refers to the protocol's ability to forward remote requests from the home cluster to a third cluster that currently caches the requested memory block, and for the third cluster to respond directly to the cluster that originated the request. Two important uses of forwarding in DASH are the forwarding of memory requests to a dirty-remote cluster, and the forwarding of invalidations to clusters sharing a memory block. In both of these cases, the incoming memory request generates new outgoing request(s), and the destination cluster(s) reply directly to the cluster that originated the request. The primary advantage of forwarding is that it reduces the latency of these requests (usually by one cluster/network transaction, which is approximately 1 ~LS without contention). Fowarding also reduces hardware complexity by eliminating the need to buffer information about pending requests in the home. The home directory controller reacts to a request based on the current state of the directory, and when necessary, forwards responsibility for the request to the remote cluster(s) that should be able to complete it. The disadvantage of forwarding is that it requires a mechanism to avoid network deadlock' and complicates recovery from network errors. Forwarding can also lead to performance loss when requests are forwarded to dirty clusters that cannot satisfy the requests due to pending operations or changes in block ownership (the retry penalty is approximately 3 ps).
Table VIII summarizes the effectiveness of forwarding cache reads and read-exclusives to dirty-remote clusters for the benchmark applications using 48 processors. The improvement if the forward is successful is assumed to be 1 ps, while a retry has a cost of 3 ps. With these assumptions, Water and MP3D experience an improvement of approximately 11% in read fill times. Barnes-Hut and PSIM4 rarely fetch data from a dirtyremote cluster so neither of these see a large improvement from forwarding. Read-exclusive requests rarely need forwarding to a remote dirty cluster, and thus they see little benefit (two clusters writing a cache-line before reading it is usually the result of false sharing).
Table IX details the effect of forwarding write invalidation requests to shared-remote clusters. When release consistency is used, this type of forwarding is not as critical as dirtyremote forwarding because the receipt of invalidation acknowledgments can be overlapped with processor execution. When processor consistency is used, however, a read-exclusive request is not satisfied until all invalidations are received. Thus, in this case invalidation forwarding saves at least 1 11s 9Forwarding adds a dependency to the acceptance of incoming requests on the ability of the node to send outgoing requests. Without provisions to break this dependence, there could be deadlock due to buffer overtlow of the PCPU's input FIFO that blocks a node's outgoing requests. per write to a shared-remote location (again, one network and cluster hop). lo Forwarding of invalidations has a significant effect in Water and MP3D (> 12%) but is unimportant for Barnes-Hut and PSIM4 where writes to shared variables are infrequent.
b) Local Cache to Cache Sharing: As illustrated in Fig.  5 , all remote accesses are delayed in the originating cluster until the results of the local snoop are known. Performing this local snoop has the advantage that some remote cache and cache-lock requests are satisfied by a local cache-to-cache transfer and do not incur the latency of fetching the data from a remote home cluster. Of course, it has the disadvantage of increasing latency" for remote accesses not satisfied by a local transfer. Table X summarizes the measured gains from the local snoop on the 48 processor benchmark runs in terms of the percent improvement of remote memory latency. As with forwarding to dirty-remote clusters, reads benefit more than writes from the local sharing. The local snoop actually results in a performance loss for read-exclusive requests, but the overall effect is a decrease in remote latency because of local cache-to-cache sharing for read requests. This performance gain, together with the hardware simplifications that result from making all the network request generation timing the same (in local, home and dirty-remote clusters), imply that local cache sharing was well worth supporting in the prototype. c) RemoteAccess Cache: Another design feature in DASH is the implementation of the reply controller's pending request loThe data in Table IX also estimates the gain from release consistency over processor consistency in the prototype since the gain from release consistency is to allow a write to retire as soon as ownership is returned, even if invalidations are pending. The savings from release-consistency 1 ps as in forwarding, but this is compared with a nominal delay of 3 ~LS instead of 4 ~LS in the case of invalidation forwarding (implying gains are approximately l/3 larger).
I1 The local cache snoop adds 2-4 processor clocks in the prototype.
buffer as a direct-map snoopy cache (RAC). While the RAC structure serves many purposes (e.g., enforcement of release consistency), it has two direct performance benefits. First, by serving as an additional cluster cache, the RAC supports cacheto-cache sharing and a cluster-level dirty-sharing cache state. Second, by merging outstanding requests, the RAC reduces the average latency for remote locations, and it can reduce hotspot traffic. The disadvantage of the RAC arises from its cache structure which can cause conflicts for individual RAC entries. In these cases, the outstanding request must be satisfied before the new request can be initiated. Table XI provides a summary of the performance impact of the RAC. The effectiveness ,of the RAC as a cluster cache is somewhat overstated in the table because for all requests that could be satisfied by either a local processor cache or the RAC, the RAC is given the credit (due to limits in the current performance monitor). This implies that the improvements from the cache sharing listed in Table X are understated, and that the savings given in the two tables can be added. The combined savings from the two types of cluster caching are significant. Cluster caches reduce the effective remote miss penalty by 6% in MP3D, by more than 20% in Water and PSIM4, and over 30% in Barnes-Hut. Merging of outstanding remote requests by the RAC has a much smaller impact on performance. While a number of requests are merged, they do not significantly reduce the fill time of the merged requests because latencies are not dramatically reduced. Thus, any benefits from merging are made indirectly through a reduction in hot-spot traffic.
2) Alternative Memory Operations: This section investigates the performance potential of the alternative memory operations such as prefetch, granting locks, Fetch&Op and update writes. While it would be desirable to present the effects of these operations on a variety of real benchmarks, such optimized benchmarks are not readily available. Furthermore, if only these results were given, it would be difficult to distinguish the performance potential of the operations from the particular applications' ability to exploit them. Instead, this section quantifies the effectiveness of the alternative operations using small, atomic tests. These tests demonstrate how the operations would be commonly used and stress the individual operations heavily. In most cases, the results can be considered an upper bound on performance gain when using the operation in a real application. All of the atomic tests were run on the actual hardware, under a simple stand-alone multiprocessor monitor which is supplied with the SGI hardware. a) Synchronization Operations: DASH provides four mechanisms for performing atomic read-modify-writes: uncached locks, invalidating locks, queued locks, and Fetch&Op. Uncached locks provide uncached test&set and clear operations, but spin waiting with uncached locks uses cluster and network resources. Invalidating locks are simple cached test&set locks. Unlocks, however, force waiting processors to rush for an contended lock when their cache copy is invalidated. Queued-locks use the directory state to avoid needlessly invalidating all waiting processors when a lock is released. Instead, a grant cluster is chosen at random from one of the nodes caching (spinning on) the lock, and this cluster is allowed to acquire the lock with a local cluster operation. Thus, the granted lock reduces both traffic and latency when a contended lock is released. Fetch&Op operations perform noncombining Fetch&Increment or Fetch&Decrement on uncached memory locations. These operations can be very useful because they are serialized only by the cycle time of local memory. For all of these operations, the atomic synchronization update is done at memory due to limitations of the base SGI hardware. While this precludes a processor from holding a lock in an exclusive state in its cache, which is ideal for locks with low contention and high processor affinity, memory updates are more efficient for contended locks or locks with little processor affinity.
The test used to evaluate sychronization operations is the serialization time and network traffic when multiple processors update a simple counter variable. When using locks, the counter is kept in a cachable memory and protected by a spin lock. When Fetch&Inc is used, the Fetch&Inc location is updated in memory and no mutual exclusion is necessary. The test was run with the lock and counter variable in a cluster that was remote to all contending processors. Keeping these variables remote gives results that are more indicative of a large system.
To reduce latency for the counter in the lock case, the cache line with the count variable is brought into the cache in an exclusive state by writing to another variable in the same cache line. This eliminates the need to fetch the memory block twice (first to get a shared copy of the block to read the current value, and then to refetch to get an exclusive copy for the update). Likewise, the cache line with the counter is flushed back to memory after the mutual exclusion region is unlocked to avoid having the next incrementer fetch the data from a dirty-remote cache. These optimizations reduce the serialization by about 1 /AS over simply leaving the counter variable uncached or in the updating processor's cache.
The left graph in Fig. 7 shows the time for one counter update when running the lock test with 1 to 44 processors spread across 1 to 11 clusters. The uniprocessor results show minimum time for the processor to execute one iteration of the loop which includes at least one remote memory fetch. The uncached lock case spins over the network waiting on the lock. Thus, as processors are added, the serialization actually decreases because the lock is sampled without waiting for an indication that lock is free. When going from 2 or 3 clusters, however, the advantage from sampling is lost because the excess memory traffic interferes with the execution of the critical section. For invalidating locks, latency is relatively constant except for the first increase when going from 1 to 4 processors. This increase results from the processor immediately acquiring the lock in the uniprocessor case, while receiving a locked copy of the lock from a locally spinning processor and waiting for a cache invalidation in the multiprocessor case. In contrast, the serialization of a granted lock decreases when going between 1 and 4 processors. This is because the lock grant takes place in parallel with the counter flush in the four processor case, while in the uniprocessor case, the processor is not ready to fetch the lock immediately after the unlock. For the Fetch&Inc case, serialization is low and throughput constantly increases. For the uniprocessor case, throughput is limited by the latency to remote memory. When using a single cluster, the requesting cluster's bus limits throughput. Above the three clusters throughput approaches the reply network outbound serialization limit in the home cluster.
Looking at Fig. 7 , Fetch&Inc is obviously the best when it is applicable. For the more general case, the queue-based lock offers approximately 33% less latency for an unlock/lock pair than the invalidating unlock. Furthermore, one important feature not revealed directly by this test is the decrease in traffic when using queue-based locks. As shown in the right graph of Fig. 7 the amount of traffic per counter increment grows with the number of processors when using uncached or invalidating locks, I2 but is constant for granting locks and Fetch&Ops. Whether these latency or traffic reduction gains are important depends upon the frequency of synchronization and the amount of lock contention, but most applications will be adversely affected by added synchronization overhead or increased memory traffic. b) Update Write: Update write operations allow the producer of data to communicate data to consuming processors without forcing the consuming processors to fetch the data from the producing processor's cache. Update writes are best suited to communicating small data items that the consumers have already cached. They are more appropriate for small data items because each word written, as opposed to each cache 12Actual traffic growth for uncached locks can be unbounded since there is traffic generated during the entire time the critical region is held. The graph in Fig. 7 assumes these retries are limited to 3 per processor per iteration since each lock attempt takes approximately 3 ps and the critical region is held for approximately 9 microseconds. line, generates a separate set of coherence messages. Likewise, update writes only deliver data to processors that are caching the block at the time of the write. A useful application for update writes is in implementing the release from a barrier synchronization. Fig. 8 summarizes the timing of a single barrier while varying both the number of clusters (1 to 11) and number of processors per cluster (1 or 4). As in other tests, we assume that the variables for the barrier reside in a remote cluster. The implementation of the barrier uses a Fetch&Op variable to count the incoming processors, and a flag to release the waiting processors. In the case that the processors are all in one cluster, an invalidating write is actually superior to an update because the release flag becomes dirty in the local cluster. Beyond this degenerate case, however, update write reduces the barrier time by approximately 6 ps or about 20-40%.t3 Update writes also reduce serialization and traffic for release notification because the update is serialized only by the network send time. In the invalidation case, the refetch of the release flag is serialized by the first reader causing the dirty release flag to be written back to memory, and then by the other clusters serializing on the outbound reply network port in the home.
The barrier test is also useful in illustrating the power of the Fetch&Op variables. Shown in Fig. 9 is the time for the same t3The 6 microsecond difference comes from the savings of reading the release flag from a processors second-level cache instead of the dirty-remote cache of the cluster that issued the write. barrier test when the Fetch&Op operations are replaced by a simple memory counter protected by an,*t&t&set lock (using simple invalidating unlocks). As expected from the atomic counter test (see Fig. 7 ), without the Fetch&Op variables, per processor serialization is greatly increased. The benefit of the update write becomes lost in the large increase in the time to count the arrival of the processors at the barrier. By comparing Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 it is clear that Fetch&Op variables are key to efficient barrier synchronization, and that without Fetch&Op, barriers with a large fan-in would require some form of software gather tree to count the synchronizing processors. c) Prefetch Tests: DASH supports software-controlled nonbinding prefetch operations which can either bring data closer to the issuing processor or send data to a set of specified clusters. Consumer prefetch operations bring a shared or exclusive copy of the requested memory block closer to the issuing processor. Producer prefetch sends a shared copy of the given block to the set of remote clusters specified as an input operand to the operation. Prefetches are softwarecontrolled in the sense that application software issues an explicit operation to prefetch a given memory block. They are nonbinding in a sense that they only move data between coherent caches (into the RAC on the prototype). Thus, prefetched blocks are always kept coherent, and the value of a location is only bound when an actual load operation is issued. Not binding the value of the prefetch is important because it allows the user or compiler to aggressively prefetch data without a conservative dependency analysis and without affecting the memory consistency model. Prefetch operations can increase the amount of computation-communication and communication-communication overlap substantially because they replace blocking cache load operations with nonblocking operations. This overlap is especially useful when accessing a large data set that does not fit into cache or when accessing data generated by another processor. In the prototype, the prefetch operations have the effect of converting the penalty of a remote cache miss to that of a local miss. Thus, throughput can theoretically be increased from one cache line every 101 processor clocks to one block every 29 clocks (nearly a 3.5x improvement).
The first atomic test used to stress prefetch operations uses a varying number of processors that read blocks (128 bytes or 8 cache lines) of data from remote memory. This test models a computation where at least one of the data structures is large and must always be fetched from memory. On each iteration, the processor picks a random remote cluster and reads a data block which is guaranteed to miss in the cache. When prefetching is enabled, the new block is prefetched while reading the previous block.
The results of the test are presented in Fig. 10 when using 1 to 48 processors fetching data from any of the active clusters (i.e. ones with enabled processors). The results are given in terms of number of processor clocks per cache line read, and the total megabytes per second read by all the processors. The code to read a block includes approximately 20 instructions. This instruction count corresponds with the measured time for the 100~'~ which includes the 20 instructions plus one local (30 clock) or remote (100 clock) cache miss. Thus, prefetch results in a speedup of approximately 2.4 when the memory system is not saturated. As the number of processors increases beyond 12, the benefits of prefetching decrease because the memory system begins to saturate. In the prototype, this is due to saturation of the cluster buses (as opposed to the mesh network bisection) which are relatively slow (each cluster bus can sustain 20 Mbytes/s when doing remote references that require a total of 3 bus transactions per reference). Thus, on the prototype bandwidth limits throughput to approximately one prefetch every 20 instructions I cluster.
Another use of prefetch is in emulation of message-passing. To test the ability of prefetch to improve message-passing performance, a test was written to do simple one-way communications using a shared circular buffer. In the test, the sending processor checks for a free buffer in the message queue, and if available, writes a message into the buffer and increments the buffer full pointer. Similarly, the receiving processor polls the full pointer, reads each word of the message, and then increments the free buffer pointer. A large quantity of data is sent through the limited-size buffer, so throughput is determined by either the sender or receiver together with the latency to communicate that the message buffer has been filled or emptied. Fig. 11 shows the throughput (in Mbytes/s) of running the message test with various optimizations and home clusters for the message queue. The test sends 64 000 64-byte messages, using a queue capable of holding 32 messages. The first version of the test uses the normal invalidating protocol (with release consistency) and achieves a throughput of 2.2-2.6 Mbytes/s. In this simple version, throughput is limited by the receiver who must fetch the data from the sending processor's cache. The first enhancement to the code uses writes with update coherence to store the incremented full and empty block pointers. This enhancement increases performance to 2.7-3.4 Mbytes/s because the receiver can read the updated buffer pointer from its cache, not the remote processor's cache. The third version of the test uses consumer prefetch for both the sender and receiver. The receiver prefetches all four blocks of the message as soon as it is notified that they are available, and the producer prefetches buffers exclusively when they are freed. Prefetch improves performance by a factor of 1.8-2.1 t4 When using a small number of processors (1 to 12). to a rate of 4.6-4.8 Mbytes/s. This improvement comes from for remote memory by 27%. converting the four remote misses to read the message to a single remote cache miss and three local misses (the miss time for these remote misses are pipelined with the miss time for the first block). In this test, using producer-prefetch instead of consumer prefetch would add little because 3/4 of the remote miss latency has already been hidden, and forcing the producer to send the data to the consumer, in addition to its other tasks, makes the sender the bottleneck. As shown by these tests, prefetch can successfully overlap a significant amount of interprocessor communication delay. Furthermore, even when remote latency cannot be completely hidden, prefetch allows misses to be pipelined, and greatly reducing the cost of communicating items that are larger than a single cache line. Overall, when memory bandwidth does not limit performance, we expect prefetch to be very useful in improving the performance of interprocessor communication.
3) Summary of Protocol Effectiveness: The parallel benchmark reference statistics and the atomic tests indicate that many of DASH's protocol optimizations can be quite effective. Forwarding requests to dirty-clusters reduces remote latency an average of 5%, and forwarding invalidations for write requests reduced ownership latency by 11%. Likewise, cacheto-cache sharing within a cluster reduces the average latency The atomic tests of the alternative memory operations indicate that many of these operations are well-worth supporting. In particular, nonbinding prefetch can reduce effective memory latency by more than a factor of 2.5 and can improve message-passing throughput by a factor of 2. The latency gains from queue-based locks are more modest, but the significant reduction in traffic should make them very useful in applications with significant synchronization. Likewise, the low serialization of noncombining Fetch&Op accesses can be very useful in implementing common operations such as distributed loops and barriers. In contrast, the performance benefits of other alternative operations may not warrant the complexity they add to the memory system protocol. For example, the effectiveness of consumer prefetch operations may preclude the need for producer prefetch (unless multicast is supported in the network), and invalidating and uncached locks offer little compared with queue-based locks.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has outlined the architecture of DASH and our initial experience in building and using the prototype system. The goals of the DASH architecture are to support scalability to hundreds of processors, highperformance processing elements and a single address space. Key to these goals is a scalable directory-based cache coherence mechanism. The DASH prototype is an experimental system built to investigate the feasibility and performance of this architecture. It supports up to 64 RISC processors to achieve up to 1.6 GIPS and 600 MFLOPS of performance. The prototype utilizes a commercially available small-scale multiprocessor as a computing node, and interconnects the system by a pair of logic boards that implement the global coherence protocol and interconnection network.
The first result from building and using the prototype is that such systems are feasible. While the coherence protocol and hardware are not trivial, such systems can be built. Looking in more detail at the logic and memory costs exhibited by the prototype, we show that the logic overhead for supporting distributed shared memory (without coherence) is about 10%. Supporting scalable cache coherence adds another 10% in logic and 14% in memory overhead. Our experience also shows that using a small-scale multiprocessor as the base processing node, rather than a uniprocessor processing node, significantly reduces the per-processor overhead of supporting cache coherence.
Our second goal in building the prototype is to analyze the performance of the DASH architecture. Toward this goal we have added performance monitoring hardware to the directory logic in each cluster. This monitor uses a static RAM array with increment logic, and a large DRAM buffer to flexibly count and trace bus, directory and network events. This logic allows us to correlate application speedups to reference behavior, and to monitor hardware resource utilization.
We have begun to analyze the performance of the system in more detail. The first result has been to determine accurate memory system delays. In the prototype, memory access times for first-level cache, second-level cache, local memory, remote memory, and dirty-remote memory are 1:15: 29:101:132 process clocks (30 ns) respectively. While the absolute delays can be improved, processor clock rates are also increasing. Thus, long latencies in terms of processor clocks are quite unavoidable, and the benefits from exploiting cache and memory locality will continue to be important for this class of systems.
The performance of several parallel applications has also been studied on the prototype. While not highly tuned for the prototype, over half of the applications achieve over 36-fold speedup on 48 processors. Many of these applications use complex and dynamically updated data structures, such as octrees, and the task of programming them on a noncache coherent machine would have been extremely difficult. The reference behavior of the applications indicates that best speedup is achieved if both cache and memory locality are high.
Finally, many of the optimizations in the DASH protocol appear to be effective. In particular, request forwarding and local cache-to-cache sharing can reduce remote latency by up to 25%. Prefetch operations can help overlap communication traffic with other communication and computation, and low serialization operations such as Fetch&Op can be very useful in implementing common operations such as distributed loops and barriers.
Overall, our initial experience with the DASH prototype has been very positive. Scalable, directory-based coherence can be achieved with a modest hardware overhead and can deliver good performance on parallel applications.
